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‘Geraldine and Patric attended every moment of
the trial – they never moved from their seats’

By Nicola Byrne

T

HERE was an unspoken
rule in court number
nine that no one should
look directly at the two
boys who murdered
Ana Kriegel.
Each day, during their six-week
trial, Boy A sat at on a bench at the
back of the courtroom in Dublin’s
Criminal Courts with his mother,
father, grandfather and sometimes
other family members.
He acted like a child much younger
than his 14 years, repeatedly lolling
his head on his mother’s shoulder,
almost always holding her or his
father’s hand and sometimes
mumbling aloud.
Boy B sat on a bench in front of
him and to his right and the two
never so much as glanced in the
other’s direction.
He sat with his mother and father
and he too belied his teenage years
by gripping his mother’s hand
tightly for much of the proceedings.
Often he appeared to lose interest
in what was going on and grew
restless.
When journalist Nell McCafferty
attended court on one occasion, she
repeatedly turned to scowl directly
at the boys until one family member complained.
She was subsequently reprimanded by Judge Paul McDermott
on the bench.
The only person who could and did
focus directly at the boys every day
was Ana’s mother, Geraldine
Kriegel. Each time she entered the

‘I thought of Ana
like a weirdo’
hushed courtroom, she would
purposefully look at one or both of
the boys, her anger and grief
palpable.
If they were aware of her, they
didn’t let on and usually stared at
the floor.
Geraldine and her husband Patric
attended every moment of the
trial.
While others took breaks from
proceedings to get a drink, make a
phone call or get some air, they
never moved from their seats to the
right of the courtroom.
Accompanied by a member of the
victim support group, they sat in
front of the gardaí who had investigated their daughter’s death.
Geraldine took constant notes,
only stopping when the testimony
was particularly upsetting.
One such moment was during one
of Boy B’s Garda interviews played
to the court, when he described how
he thought Ana was unpopular, ‘outcasted’ and wore ‘slutty’ clothes.
‘I thought of Ana like a weirdo.
Someone I should not be around.’
During these moments Ana’s
parents held each other’s hands
tightly.
To ‘protect the children’, no members of
the public were
allowed into the
trial.
Legal people not
associated with
the trial were also
forbidden.
Journalists had
to show ID
every day and
Judge McDermott and the

Each time Ana’s
mother entered
the court she
would look
at the boys,
her anger and
grief palpable
barrister left off their wigs and
gowns.
The two boys were allowed to
enter the court through a back
VICTIM:
Ana Kriegel
was like
‘someone I
should not
be around’
said Boy B

entrance at Parkgate Street and
were given separate rooms in which
to rest and eat during breaks.
One fine day, when court had
finished, Boy A went for a walk with
his family through the Phoenix
Park.
They looked like any normal
family out for an early summer
stroll, except that he held his grandfather’s hand all the while.
Most days, the boys’ families
would fetch their food from the
canteen during breaks and bring it
to their assigned rooms.
But on a couple of occasions, Boy
B accompanied his mother to the
public canteen where he’d have a
sandwich and a fizzy drink.
Members of the public, who were
aware of who he was, stared.
His mother stared defiantly back
at them. He didn’t appear to notice
the attention.
On one occasion, Boy B’s barrister
returned after lunch to tell the
judge that the boy had had a
panic attack during the break.
Earlier in the day the court
had been played an interview
where he was forced to admit
he had been lying to gardaí.

Highly intelligent and articulate
as he came across, his story had
begun to crumble.
The judge ordered that the court
be stopped for the day and an
ambulance was called.
Judge McDermott observed that
if an adult was enduring such a trial,
it would be an enormous strain. For
a 14-year-old, it ‘must be all the
more difficult’.

Verdict was greeted with
hysteria in courtroom
On a bench outside the courtroom,
Boy B could be seen laughing with
his mother and a security guard.
An ambulance sat by the steps of
the courthouse for some time.
The court heard evidence from a
number of boys and girls, friends
and contemporaries of Ana’s and
boys A and B.
Each was well spoken, confident
and remarkable in how ordinary
they were.
They, too, seemed bewildered by
the evil that had happened in their

midst. One boy giving evidence via
video link from another room in
the courts complex, described the
boys’ demeanour the day after
the murder.
Boy A was ‘agitated and fidgety’,
he recalled. But Boy B, well he was
‘calm and collected like he was
every day’.
When the verdict eventually came
on June 18, there was hysteria in
the courtroom.
Boy B’s father began to shout
loudly and rushed out of court
banging the court door behind him.
Minutes later he was back
remonstrating with gardaí and the
legal teams, slow hand-clapping as
he insulted them.
But all the shouting and loud
crying was on the part of the boys’
families, not the Kriegels.
They wept noiselessly before
thanking the gardaí, their legal
team and the media outside.
Later, Geraldine had the chance to
address the court in her victim
impact statement – describing the
‘cold fear’ she and her husband
experience which ‘brings all the
horror back’.
‘Imagine the terror, the pain she
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HIGH TURNOVER:
Oberstown has seen
many staff resign in
its short history

BOND: A much
younger Ana with
her mother
Geraldine

Detention centre
Oberstown faces
€17m in claims
By Anne Sheridan
THE troubled young person’s
detention centre where the State’s
youngest convicted murderers
are being held is currently the
subject of nearly 60 claims which
could cost the State up to €17m,
the Irish Mail on Sunday can
reveal.
It is just the latest revelation
about the north Co. Dublin
detention centre, where Ana
Kriegel’s murderers – and the
17- year-old who slit a woman’s
throat in Dún Laoghaire, nearly
killing her – are to be housed.
Boy A was sentenced to life,
with a review period after 12
years for the May 2018 murder of
14-year-old Ana in an abandoned
house in Lucan, Co. Dublin.
His co-accused, known as Boy B,
was sentenced to 15 years for
Ana’s murder, with a review after
eight years.
While it does not regard itself as
a prison, the centre has many
characteristics similar to adult
prisons, and it has been plagued
with difficulties since it opened
three years ago at a cost of €56m.
The annual cost of keeping one
offender in Oberstown is around
€383,574, or €1,050 a day, greater
than high-security adult prisons
where some of the country’s most
notorious criminals are held.
The staff to inmate ratio is five
to every one.
The MoS previously revealed
that 106 staff have been injured in
the course of their duties at
Oberstown over the past three
years.
Heightened tensions have also
seen a high turnover of staff.
Some 26 residential social care
workers and administrative staff
resigned from their posts at
Oberstown since 2016.

endured,’ she said. ‘That will live
with us all our lives.
‘We lie awake at night thinking
about when she realised she was
going to be killed, the horrendous
and sadistic violation of her pure
and innocent body.
‘To think she was left to rot for
three days, it’s unbearable. It’s
unhuman.’
Boy A’s grandfather, who
followed her in addressing the

‘Imagine the terror, the
pain she endured’
court, admitted his pleas for
m itigation fell far short of a
mother’s anguish.
‘Having listened to Mrs Kriegel
who spoke so eloquently, what I
have here does not go close to what
she can say about Ana.’
This week, after Boy A was
sentenced to life and Boy B to
15 years, Patric Kriegel spoke
with quiet passion on the steps of
the court: ‘The judge has decided
on the sentence and that

NEW FACILITY: Inmates’ recreation
In addition, gardaí have been
called to deal with incidents at
Oberstown on 65 occasions
since 2016.
Figures obtained by the MoS
show that last year 44 staff were
on sick leave – that’s 17% of the
260-strong workforce.
This year, the State has spent
nearly €1m on installing steel
doors throughout the juvenile
detention centre.
A spokesman for Oberstown told
the MoS: ‘Oberstown cannot
comment on the nature of
individual claims.’
Fianna Fáil TD Seán Fleming,
chairman of the Public Accounts
Committee, told the Irish Mail on
Sunday that he has requested a
breakdown of the specific number
of claims taken by both staff and
children detained at the centre.
Mr Fleming said that he is
‘surprised’ by the number of
claims, amounting to a total of
€16.68m, which would average in
the region of €288,000 each, and
has requested further details.
The Minister for Children
Katherine Zappone also
confirmed in the Dáil this week
that 34 financial settlements in
respect of Oberstown have been
reached in the period 2015-2019,
when millions of euro worth of
damage was caused to the
property due to riots.

TORTURE:: Geraldine and Patric Kriegel wept noiselessly before
thanking their legal team and the waiting media outside the court
duty lies with him alone.
‘For our part, we can only say that
forever is not long enough.

‘Please remember Ana and keep
her in your hearts, somewhere.’
nicola.byrne@mailonsunday.ie

TENSIONS: Gardaí have been called out 65 times to tackle problems
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HEAD OF RTE:
I’M NOT GOING
ANYWHERE!
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

A defiant Dee Forbes says her
salary is too high, reveals how
she spends €25K car allowance
and dispels rumours she’s quitting

By Nicola Byrne
THE director general of RTÉ has said
she has no intention of leaving the
organisation until her contract expires
in 2023 at least.
As speculation continued this week that she
would depart Montrose in 2020, Dee Forbes
told the Irish Mail on Sunday in an exclusive
interview: ‘I’m not going anywhere.’
She added: ‘I’m here, I’m still here. If
I was going to go, I would have gone long
before now.
‘Ever since I’ve come here, people have
speculated that I’m about to leave. I don’t
know why that is.’
Ms Forbes also said her €250,000 salary
is too high and that people had reason
to question her €25,000 per annum car
Turn to Page 6 ➤➤
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➤➤ From Page One
allowance. ‘I’m always interested to hear what people may think. I appreciate that my salary may seem
large. Is it right in the current climate? No it’s not.
‘It was a salary that was given to me at the time.
Given the place that we’re in right now, I and the
executive decided that we would voluntarily take a
reduction because I think that’s necessary.’
But she denied that salaries across RTÉ were too
high in general.
‘I think there are bigger salaries out there in media
right now, for example in Google and Facebook. I’m
losing staff to them at the moment because they pay
such good money that we can’t match.
‘That’s not to say that we don’t have to reduce staff
costs, because we do.’
Asked what kind of car a €25,000 yearly allowance
buys, Ms Forbes said she drives a Mini.

‘I drive a Mini. And if I get
a taxi to work I pay for it’

I don’t want
to sell land
or paintings
but I don’t
have a choice

Last year, RTÉ posted a €13m deficit with the national broadcaster having accumulated losses of
€42m over the past four years.
Ms Forbes and the rest of her nine-strong executive announced a rescue package for the organisation last week which will see 200 job cuts, the closure
of its Limerick studio, the sale of the RTÉ Guide and
the offloading of up to 80 members of the national
Symphony Orchestra to the National Concert Hall.
This week, she’s been holding back-to-back
meetings with staff, telling them of her recovery
plan and the job losses, pay cuts and pay freezes that
go with it.
It’s not a pleasant business and the mood among
staff is largely angry, not helped by the fact that they
first heard of the cuts through a newspaper leak.
When informed that staff have been gossiping that
she doesn’t even drive to work but takes taxis, she
seems taken aback.
‘And, you know, I don’t like that.
‘We’ve had incredibly detailed think: “OMG you’re getting no‘I drive a Mini. And, no, I don’t gen- come from that trip,’ she said. Howerally take taxis to work.
ever, Ms Forbes couldn’t deny that What we have to do this week and involvement with Government go- where,” but we have gotten some‘I drive most of the time, I walk morale at the organisation is very next is to sit down with staff and ing back to before my time. This where. We’ve gotten some money
when the weather is good. If I decide low, although she was evasive abut demonstrate that there is a future organisation has been regularly back in the budget last year and the
for RTÉ and public service broad- in touch with Government. I and previous year.
to get a taxi to work, I pay for it. The whether staff anger is justified.
company don’t pay for it.’
At the large staff meeting in the casting but it does have to be differ- many of my team are regularly in
‘Is that enough? No it’s not
It is indicative of the task she has to Late Late Show studio last Thursday ent and it does have to be smaller.
touch with Government.
because what we’re fighting for
persuade her organisation that her week, she was heckled and booed, as
‘We’re in this very unusual situ- here is to fix the mechanism that
‘Let’s be honest, that environment
plan will work.
last week was terrible. It wasn’t ation where, on the one hand, underpins public service broadAlready senior RTÉ insiders, some
the place for anyone to hear the
casting, which is the licence fee,
of whom were quoted on RTÉ Radio
plan and of course the plan has a
because until that’s done we’re not
One’s Drivetime programme, have
lot of cuts and nobody is going to
sustainable.’
been speculating that it won’t.
hear that message properly when
Some of the biggest casualties of
She is defiant: ‘Well, it’s absolutely
they’re in that state, mentally.’
RTÉ’s financial crisis are Ireland’s
going to work. It will work because it
One of the criticisms thrown
independent TV production comhas to… but we have a lot of things to
from the floor at the meeting was
panies.
execute in the meantime.
were the other members of the ex- that Ms Forbes and the other execThey complain with one voice that
‘This plan is all about taking the ecutive board. Was she surprised?
utives hadn’t lobbied Government we’re holding Government to ac- RTÉ is commissioning very little
organisation on a truly digital path
‘Look, it’s a really difficult time. hard enough for RTÉ’s cause.
count and yet, on the other hand, and, when it does, they now have to
and recognising that viewing now The situation that emerged last
It’s
a
claim
she
denies we have to go and fight for our go through layers of bureaucracy
is all about on-demand and that’s week was just awful (when news of emphatically.
and commissioning editors to get a
money.
the cutbacks was leaked). It was just
‘You know from your job that an
‘It’s certainly not for want of talk- decision.
challenging.’
Previously the head of a departawful lot of Government discus- ing and debate [that RTÉ is in this
She also reassured football fans regrettable.
‘It was not a place that anybody sions go on behind closed doors; situation] and Government has ment would decide on a commisthat RTÉ 2 would continue to show
Champions League games, despite wanted to be in and I get it that people you can look at the lobby register been aware of our situation for a sion and that was it. Now instead of
most sporting events moving to RTÉ are angry, that people are upset and yourself and see all the meetings number of years.
cutting back, there are more layers
‘I can understand how staff might of bureaucracy.
we’ve had.
worried
for their future.
One.
‘We said that major sporting events
will now be shown on RTÉ One, that
doesn’t mean that RTÉ 2 will lose all
its sport.
‘The Champions League will be
staying on RTÉ 2 and I’m happy to
confirm that.’
CORK native Samantha Barry, who is
And she defended her controverblazing a media trail Stateside, is to be the
sial decision to sell off RTÉ’s prize
subject of an RTÉ documentary which sees
SHOWBUSINESS EDITOR
art collection, including works by
a camera crew follow her around New York,
Louis le Brocquy and William Scott.
Barry has been a regular returner home to
the Irish Mail on Sunday can reveal.
‘Look, I don’t want to be in a
these shores where she was honoured by her
UCC graduate Samantha has become a
position where I’m having to sell
alma mater UCC and she was also a guest on
publishing powerhouse as she worked
off paintings – where I’m having to
the Late Late Show after her prestigious
her way up the considerably
sell land but I’m afraid I don’t have
appointment.
competitive ladder in America.
any other choice at the moment. It’s
Now RTÉ have travelled from Montrose to
Her hard work and publishing
Manhattan where a camera crew was spotted
prowess was recognised in 2018
unfortunate.’
She also stood by the decision of
hot on her New York heels as they captured
when she was installed as editor-inRTÉ commercial director Geraldine
her daily routine.
chief of Condé Nast’s Glamour.
O’Leary to bring clients on a junket
Embracing the NYC lifestyle, Barry was
One of the biggest beauty and
to the Rugby World Cup in Japan
filmed as she took in an early morning
fashion media brands across the globe,
despite the financial crisis in the oroutdoors personal training session before she
Glamour attracts more than 15 million
hit the office.
consumers across social, 10 million in
ganisation.
‘There was lot of business done on
Then after some mid-morning meetings it
print and 7 million digital every month.
that trip and a lot of business will
was time for brunch with her staff in a trendy
Since landing the high-profile position
AWARDS: Samantha Barry with actress Jane Fonda

‘The environment here
last week was awful’

‘Government aware of
problems for years’

RTÉ follow Irish media
By Niamh Walsh
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EXcLuSiVE: RTÉ
director general Dee
Forbes as she was
chatting with our
reporter this week

Auction: Dee Forbes
defends her
controversial decision
to sell off RTÉ’s
prize art collection,
including this tapestry
by Louis le Brocquy

Ms Forbes seems disturbed that
this is the perception.
‘Okay that’s something I’d have to
talk to them about, to be honest.
‘I’m disappointed to hear there
is bureaucracy. I’d love to hear
from those people and we can fix
that because the structure we put
in place a number of years ago was
intended to be more streamlined
and focus on the content and getting the great stories and the ideas
and working with companies.
‘I’d welcome talking to anyone
about that because that’s not good
to hear and I want to address that,
certainly.
‘As for commissioning little, 10
years ago we were commissioning

€80m worth and that’s gone back to
€40m, and that’s a real shame. We
don’t want to be in that position.
The independent sector is hugely
important to Ireland and to RTÉ.
Unfortunately we’re operating at
the bare minimum now.’
She said that when RTÉ cut staff
numbers in 2017, staff costs actually increased the following year,
so how can she be sure this won’t
happen again?
‘You’re correct in what you say.
Can it happen again? Well, to be
honest, it can’t happen because
what we have to do is sustain ourselves for the future.
‘Is that going to be challenging?
Of course it is.

‘But really we don’t have choices
this stage.’
She also acknowledges that RTÉ
is perceived to be top heavy with
well paid middle and senior managers.
‘I can see why people might think
that.
‘The way we have been set up, is
that the way we need to be set up in
the future? No.
‘Let’s remember we’re operating
from a time and a place that served
the country well in the past but that
past is gone now.
‘We need to reduce overall numbers and that’s the path we’re on
now. The organisation needs to be
made fit for purpose.’

trailblazer Barry for show
upscale diner as her Glamour team
put together the final details for
one of the magazine’s biggest
nights, the highly regarded
Glamour Awards.
This year’s awards proved to be a
huge success as Barry drew on her
connections from the world of
showbusiness and celebrity.
Stars like Drew Barrymore, Jane
Fonda, Brooke Shields and many
more famous faces graced the
Glamour red carpet for the annual
event.
And RTÉ captured the big night
for an upcoming reality
programme showcasing Barry’s
work Stateside, as viewers are set
to get a glimpse into the editor-in-

chief’s demanding role.
Barry is the eighth editor to take
over the role, which sees her
manage all content development,
production, and consumer
experiences for Glamour’s digital,
social, video and print platforms.
The fiery journalist was sought
after by none other than Vogue’s
Anna Wintour who praised her
fearlessness.
She was announced as the woman
at the helm to much aplomb in 2018
by Wintour, who hailed ‘fearless’
Samantha as the magazine’s
inaugural digital-first editor.
‘Sam is Glamour’s first digitalnative editor, which is to say she
arrives from the future rather than

the past,’ said Wintour of Barry’s
appointment.
‘As an editor she has led all
manner of news coverage from
the 2016 presidential election and
the horrific Las Vegas mass
shooting to the love story
voicemails and the 2018 New
Year’s Eve festivities.
‘Sam understands social media as
a tool for storytelling and
reporting; a way to support social
conversation and the ever-changing
contours of what’s cool.
‘Sam is fearless like so many
leaders of the moment and has both
a reverence for Glamour’s history
and a crystal clear view of its
future in the digital environment.’

Ms Forbes said last week that
RTÉ’s top presenters deserve
their large salaries because of the
‘pressurised environment’ in which
they operate.
But what about her own large salary? Is she operating in the same
pressurised environment?

‘It’s up for debate if my
salary is right or wrong’
‘Well what do you think?’ she
counters.
‘Look in terms of why did I take
this job. I don’t think anyone takes
a job in RTÉ for the money.
‘I think there’s something bigger
than that because there’s a purpose
in this organisation, which is about
serving the public and ensuring
that the Irish and international conversation is had, and we promote
everything Irish.
‘I’m paid a salary – is it right or
wrong? That’s up for debate.’
A complaint thrown up again
and again by licence-fee payers –
and those who don’t bother to
pay – is why anyone should pay
for a TV service that is full of
repeats.
When the MoS previously examined the RTÉ schedules, 75% of
programmes were repeats, with
a large proportion of output being
bought in from the UK and US.
Ms Forbes admits it’s not a
good situation but says her
hands are tied.

‘Nobody wants to put repeats
on but this is unfortunately a
consequence of the place we’re in.
‘This organisation exists to provide good content to the Irish people. That idea runs through people’s
veins in here. It’s why we come to
work every morning.
‘It’s why I come to work every
morning and, believe you me, nobody is happy with the content we
can physically produce because we
want more.
‘We hear all the time from our audiences that they love a particular
series and they want more from it.
That’s the bind we’re in and, in all
of this, the people losing out are the
audience, and that makes me really
unhappy.
‘But let’s be candid here; it’s a consequence of where we are. We’ve
€100m less to spend than we did 10
years ago.
‘There’s €50m not coming into
the creative sector because of the
evasion of the licence fee.’
As she poses quickly for the
photographer, Ms Forbes is
already being briefed on her next
appointment.
When she started working
for RTÉ, she says, people didn’t
know a lot about her as she had
spent most of her career in
the UK.
There’s no fear of that now as
she’s firmly in the spotlight.
‘Look it’s challenging,’ she adds.
‘It’s challenging everywhere but
it’s really challenging for public
service broadcasting.
‘I’m not complaining though.’
news@mailonsunday.ie
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The day Kate beca
Royal couple crowned
themselves in glory with
three-day trip that put
Brexit on the backburner
THE ROYAL VISIT

NICOLA
BYRNE
ON WEDNESDAY night the pubs
along Galway’s Shop Street rang out
as usual with traditional music,
much of it rebel songs bemoaning
the English and what they’d done to
this country.
Locals sang along lustily.
By the next morning, however, all
was forgiven apparently as a small
crowd gathered to welcome Britain’s duke and duchess of Cambridge to the City of the Tribes.
The good-humoured bunch, made
up mostly of middle-aged women,
had gathered from early morning
for a vantage point on Shop Street
outside the Tig Cóilí music pub.
Against the grain of the laid-back,
bohemian nature of the city, Garda
marksmen kept watch on rooftops.
Anne Byrne, in her late 60s from
Knock in Co. Mayo, had been there
since 8.30am.
No stranger to big-name visitors
to Ireland [she’d met the Pope last
year], she said she wanted to see
William and Kate because ‘they’re a
lovely grounded couple’.
‘They’re just very down to earth.
And I love the queen. I’m a big
admirer of hers. I think she’s wonderful.’
Just after 12.30pm, the dull drone
of a helicopter announced the royals were minutes away.
The previous day, William had
complained to people he’d met while
walking the clifftop in Howth that
he kept being handed pints of Guinness but never got to finish them.
This time he didn’t even get a sip.
HRH’s helicopter had been
delayed leaving Dublin due to fog
and by the time they got to Tig Cóilí,
an early afternoon pint was out of
the question.
Owner Cóilí O’Flaherty did get to
present the couple with a bottle of
Midleton Very Rare whiskey – ‘Middleton, do you get it?’ he asked the
Irish Mail on Sunday afterwards.
The royal pair also listened to
some traditional Irish music, minus
the rebel songs.
And William briefly discussed the
progress of his beloved Aston Villa
FC with the owner’s son, Ronan, a
fellow fan. In fact, the fortunes of
Aston Villa were discussed a lot
during the trip.
Outside the women shrieked and
schoolchildren from St Patrick’s
National School cheered when the
couple eventually appeared.
‘Jesus, though isn’t she very thin?’
remarked Sinéad Coyne from
Galway. ‘Lovely but very thin, God
bless her.’

Even among Kate’s admirers (and
there were many), there was general
agreement that she was overdoing
it on the green. This was her fourth
green outfit of the trip.
‘We get it now. She’s in Ireland.
Whoever dresses her could have a
bit more imagination,’ complained
Anne Joyce from Galway.
‘Maybe she’ll wear orange today,’
teased a member of the British
press with a wink back at his compatriots.
A local souvenir shop had filled its
window with a giant picture of Kate
with a maroon jersey emblazoned
with the words ‘Galway girl’.
William stopped for several
moments with Mary Lynch from
Galway, who thanked him for drawing attention to youth mental health
issues.
Just three people waved Union
Jack flags and one woman held up a
framed picture of Diana, Princess
of Wales which she’d taken herself

‘You wouldn’t expect to
bump into them here,
would you? Who knew?’
and hoped to give to the duke.
Another young woman sported a
Philip Treacy hat, the favourite milliner of the royals and a Galway
native.
Then they were gone, almost as
soon as they’d arrived, it seemed.
Such was the nature of the entire
trip. Harried officials from the
Department of Foreign Affairs and
the British Embassy ran hither and
thither for three days with
clipboards and mobile phones
pressed to their ears.
Everything was stage-managed to
within an inch of its life. Including
the ‘surprise’ drop-in to Londis in
Prosperous, Co. Kildare.
There, Simon, Molly and Gillian
Quinn showed the couple around
their shop and William bought
brown bread, a leek and Kerrygold
butter.
The royals took their purchases to
the nearby Extern youth centre
which helps homeless young people
and those with mental health difficulties. Kate then proceeded to
show some of the clients how to
make soup.
‘She’s not bloody cooking again is
she?’ asked a veteran royal press

By Ian Gallagher
and Scarlet Howes

Harry visibly
moved as he
and Meghan
get ovation
on ‘farewell
tour’ of UK

THEIR ‘farewell tour’ draws to a
close tomorrow, the curtain falling
on their royal life. And Harry and
Meghan were determined to go
out in style.
Drawing gasps from the crowd,
Meghan dazzled in a €1,500
Safiyaa Kalika scarlet gown, more
than complementing the red
ceremonial uniform Harry wore
in his final engagement as a Royal
Marines captain.
He appeared visibly moved
when he and his wife received a
long round of applause and a
standing ovation as they took their
seats in the Albert Hall royal box.
The event marked the 75th
anniversary of the end of the
Second World War.
At one point, the couple sang and
clapped along to Delilah during a
medley of Tom Jones hits.
This was Harry’s penultimate
fixture, while Meghan will today
attend an event to mark
International Women’s Day.
Tomorrow will see they last
official engagement before they
step down as working royals on
March 31. On a day laden with
significance, not only will Harry
and Meghan take their final bow
before the watching world
at Westminster Abbey,
they will be publicly
reunited with the rest of
the royal family – the very
relatives they want to get
away from.
But it is unlikely any of
the royals will betray the
backstage tensions of
recent weeks. After all,
The Firm is well drilled in
putting on a united front.
Gauging Meghan’s mood
has not been easy for royal
watchers. Her retreat to
Vancouver Island has left
her refreshed and upbeat,
but a source said it would
be wrong to imagine she
approached these
engagements ‘without
some trepidation’.
So far, though, any
nerves have been masked
by an ever-present smile.
Though they are quitting
the royal family, Harry
remains sixth in line to the
throne and will retain his
military ranks of major,
lieutenant-commander and
squadron leader, but not
use his honorary military
positions.
The roles will remain
unfilled during a 12-month
trial period, leaving the
door open for him to
UNIFORM LOOK: Harry and Meghan
return to the royal family
arrive at London’s Albert Hall last night
if he wishes.
photographer. ‘She’s always bloody
cooking.’
Several kilometres away in the
Teagasc Research Farm, tired journalists were corralled into a small,
cold pen awaiting the royals’ arrival.
In an adjoining pen were cattle. The
cows and their adorable fluffy
newborns had been brought in from
the rolling pastures to meet William
and Kate.

The stench of manure was overpowering.
Even the fragrant duchess, appearing suddenly around a corner with
her husband, couldn’t dispel it.
After the royals had departed,
Kate doing a better job than William
at looking interested, the farmhands
speculated on their charges.
‘That’s some posh cows out there
now,’ said one.

A pop of
Hollywood
glamour
FASHION
VERDICT
AFTER spending almost two
months in North America,
Meghan stepped out in full
Hollywood red carpet glamour at
London’s Albert Hall last night.
Meghan chose a full-length
cape-effect crepe gown in pillarbox red by London-based brand
Safiyaa (€1,500) which combined
theatricality with the sleek,
clean lines that she loves.
The bold gown is clearly a
favourite style – Meghan has
previously worn a very similar
design but in blue.
She completed the look with
Gianvito Rossi suede pumps
(€590), Simone Rocha floral
earrings (€290) and a sparkling
Capri clutch by Manolo Blahnik
(€1,500).

‘They’ll be going to the factory in
two years, we’ll get a better price
for them now surely.’
Little Thaddeus McCarthy, aged
10 and the picture of cute, had
shown his school project on sustainability to the royals.
Afterwards, he took being interviewed by a team of foreign journalists in his stride and observed
that it was great to meet William
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me a Galway girl
iN harMONy:
Meghan’s €1,500
Safiyaa dress
perfectly
complemented
Prince Harry’s
ceremonial
uniform for the
event

WILL THIS
BE THE
LAST TIME
HARRY
WEARS
UNIFORM?
FOR what may be
the final time, Prince
Harry last night
appeared in his role
as Captain General
of the Royal
Marines, wearing his
dress uniform.
The scarlet Mess
Jacket featured
silver-embroidered
rank badges of a star
above a crossed
sword and baton on
each shoulder strap.
The prince wore his
Army Air Corps
Wings, which he
received in 2010
after advanced
helicopter training.
He sported four
medals – the Knight
Commander of the
Victorian Order, his
Afghanistan
campaign medal, the
Queen’s Golden
Jubilee Medal and
the Queen’s
Diamond Jubilee
Medal.

and Kate but even better to get time
off school.
‘Do you think the Irish should have
a royal family?’ asked one
reporter.
Long pause.
‘Er, maybe. Actually no.’
Caoilinn Murray said Kate had
told her that she should get outside
and play as much as she can. ‘But
sure we’re always outside,’ she

said.
Earlier that day the royal couple
did what most English visitors to
Dublin do – they went to Temple
Bar. Their motorcade brought traffic to a standstill for close to two
hours.
‘Would you look at that? The
British royal family visiting the
Communist Party of Ireland,’ joked
one Dubliner behind the crowd-con-

trol barriers on Parliament Street.
About 100 people had gathered.
In fact, the royals were visiting
Jigsaw – a charity next door to the
Communist Party – which also deals
with youth mental health issues.
Again there was no pint for
William, although some of his countrymen holidaying in Dublin had
been in a nearby boozer since opening time.

happy pair: William and Kate smiled and laughed their way through Ireland
‘You wouldn’t expect to bump into
them here, would you? Who knew?’
said Eddie from Exeter on a midweek break with his neighbours.
The royals’ three-day Irish visit
had got off to a stately start the previous day when they were given the
full treatment usually reserved for
visiting heads of state.
Within an hour of touching down
on Irish soil, William and Kate were
announced with fanfare into the
state reception room at Áras an
Uachtaráin.
As they strode into the magnificent house, built by the English,
there was a loud clatter of camera
shutters.
Still, a member of the Áras staff
could be heard whispering loudly:
‘Jesus, she’s very thin.’

‘Kate’s not bloody
cooking again? She’s
always bloody cooking’
After signing the visitors’ book,
they posed for pictures. President
Michael D Higgins, his wife Sabina
and William were all facing forward
smiling, with Kate smiling and
glancing all the time at her
husband.
Then to the President’s study
where shamrock-shaped shortbread
was served alongside petit fours.
If Kate could do Irish kitsch with
her green outfits, the Áras kitchen
could match her.
‘Everything was made here,’ said
a spokesperson. ‘And I’m told to
make a particular point that the tea
is Barry’s, not Lyons.’
Eight journalists were invited to
witness them sitting around.
‘Hurry up, hurry up. Stay back,
stay back,’ said a woman from the
British Embassy.
The ‘viewing’ lasted about 30 seconds, during which time everyone
looked uncomfortable.

More clicking of shutters – ‘the
soundtrack to our lives’, joked William to Kate – and the journalists
were ordered out.
Afterwards, we were told that the
group had then discussed Brexit,
but as we were leaving, the President was starting up a conversation
about Premier League football.
‘So you must be celebrating Aston
Villa’s success,’ said Michael D.
‘Very much so,’ said William.
Afterwards in the immaculate
gardens, Kate and Sabina Higgins
walked closely, at one point arm in
arm. They smiled and laughed and
looked like two very old friends
having a great time.
What could they have been talking
about? In fact for some of the time
at least, they were making small
talk about trees.
‘That’s an acorn,’ said Sabina.
Oh really,’ said Kate, ‘How long do
they take to grow?’
After three days and more than a
dozen engagements, the feeling
from the British side was that the
royals’ ‘post-Brexit charm offensive’ had been a great success.
Irish Government officials for
their part refused to say how much
the trip had cost the Irish taxpayer.
‘It hasn’t been added up yet,’ an
official said briskly.
They’re apparently already preparing for the next royal visit.
‘Charlie will be here in May, but
keep that under your hat,’ one member of the Irish delegation said.
On the last engagement of the trip,
the couple went to Knocknacarra
GAA club in Salthill, Galway.
As with almost all the events, it
was children who stole the show.
They’d put their names into a hat
to see who would get the chance to
take to the pitch, show their skills
and teach the royals some too.
In the end they did a good job.
Kate whacked the sliotar so hard,
she appeared to surprise herself.
‘My God,’ remarked one of the
British entourage, ‘she nearly
knocked that one back to Blightly.’
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